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Abstract— We present a detailed analysis of the time
dynamics of the down-coupling phenomenon (DCP) in 3-D
NAND Flash memory strings. The transient time dynamics
of the channel potential following the wordline (WL) bias
transition from the pass voltage to zero is studied via numer-
ical simulation, highlighting the existence of three temporal
regimes controlled by different physicalprocesses:electron
emission from traps, hole injection from the string edges
followed by capture, and propagation along the string. The
impact of these processes is separately studied, followed
by an analysis of the dependence of the DCP recovery time
on architectural parameters. Results highlight the relevant
physics and can be used as a design guideline for NAND

strings with reduced sensitivity to the DCP.

Index Terms— 3-D NAND Flash memories, down-coupling
phenomenon (DCP), gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL)
current, macaroni MOSFET, self-boosting effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE transition from planar to 3-D NAND Flash memories
has allowed the pursuit of astonishing results in terms of

density and cost [1], stacking more than 170 memory layers
and overcoming the 10-Gb/mm2 density figure [2], [3]. To con-
tinue along this path, however, an ever-increasing number of
challenges from the process, design, and system viewpoints
must be overcome [4], on top of which we must also account
for reliability. From this standpoint, the peculiar architecture
of 3-D NAND has brought to the forefront new concerns that add
to the well-known problems inherited from planar arrays [5].
Examples of such new issues include phenomena related to the
polycrystalline nature of the conduction channel [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11] and issues connected to floating-body effects in
the vertical string channels.

The down-coupling phenomenon (DCP) is one of the latter.
Reported for the first time in 2016 [12], it describes the
sudden drop in the channel potential Vch of the string that
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Fig. 1. Radial cross section of the NAND memory string investigated in this
article. The symmetry axis of the cylindrical structure is the lower dashed-
dotted line. Blue regions = oxide. Yellow/orange regions = polysilicon.
Green region = nitride. Red lines = metal contacts. Parameter values
are listed in Table I.

can result following a wordline (WL) step from the pass
voltage to zero. Depending on the programed pattern of the
string, the capacitive coupling between gates and channel can
bring Vch to negative values, which can be detrimental to
memory operation: under program verify, for example, the
negative potential can reduce the boosted potential, affecting
the program disturb [13], [14]. Such phenomena depend on
both the amplitude and duration of the DCP, but the latter has
not been the focus of previous studies.

This article aims to provide a comprehensive analysis of the
transient behavior of the DCP using numerical simulations.
We discuss the different physical processes involved in the
string transient, highlighting the role of electrons and holes,
of trapping and propagation. Then, we investigate the depen-
dence of the return-to-equilibrium time on the architectural
parameters of the string. Results are useful as a design guide-
line for minimizing the DCP effects in future NAND strings.

II. STRING DYNAMICS

A. Device Structure and Parameters

We consider one of the most common architectures for
3-D NAND arrays, i.e., the one employing cylindrical vertical
strings running from a sourceline (SL) to a bitline (BL),
in which individual transistors are defined by the intersection
with planar WLs [15]. A radial cross section of a string
including two select elements (SGs) is reported in Fig. 1:
note that the silicon channel region is a hollow cylinder
internally filled with oxide, according to [16]. A continuous
ONO (SiO2/Si3N4/SiO2) layer is used as gate-stack element.
Parameters of the structure are similar to the one used in [17]
and [18] and are reported in Table I (all dopings are n-type).
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TABLE I
STRUCTURE PARAMETERS

In our analysis, we exploit the cylindrical symmetry of
the string, conducting 2.5-D simulations [19]. For simplicity,
moreover, the polycrystalline nature of the silicon channel
that results from the manufacturing process with the current
technology [20], [21] was represented following [22], where
the nonuniform polysilicon with a granular structure is treated
as a uniform material with spatially uniform bulk traps. A large
number of papers confirmed the validity of such an approach,
reporting trap energy distributions with a double-exponential
shape in the energy gap [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29],
[30], [31], i.e.,

NA(E) = NA,t e
�EC/kB T + NA,d e�EC/kB T

ND(E) = ND,t e
�EV /kB T + ND,d e�EV /kB T (1)

where NA and ND are acceptor-like and donor-like states,
respectively, suffixes t and d stand for tail and deep states,
�EC = E − EC and �EV = EV − E (EC and EV being
the conduction and valence band edges), and kB T is the
thermal energy. As for the parameter values, we selected
the ones from [26], adding a polysilicon/oxide interface
state density. Following [32], we assumed a constant density
Nit of acceptor-like and donor-like states in the upper and
lower halves of the gap, respectively, with density picked
in agreement with the range reported in [33] and equal to
3 × 1012 cm−2 eV−1. Capture cross sections for polysilicon
states were taken from [34] (4 × 10−14 and 4 × 10−16 cm2 for
charged and neutral states), while a value of 10−15 cm2 was
retained for interface states. Finally, a constant mobility of
100 cm2 V−1 s−1 was assumed for both electrons and holes
(this parameter has little effect on results), and a tungsten metal
gate considered [14], with a work function of 4.5 eV. With
such parameters, the neutral threshold voltage (VT ) of the cells
(defined at a constant current of 10 nA, with 1 V applied to
the BL) is around 0.5 V.

As for the physical models accounted for, we followed pre-
vious works on polysilicon conduction [26], [27] and included
Poole–Frenkel (PF) emission and trap-assisted tunneling (TAT)
for polysilicon traps, using default parameters [19]. Direct
band-to-band tunneling (BBT) was also included, with a
simple model [35] and using the standard parameters for
silicon. It is important to point out that the quantitative value
of our results is obviously dependent on such choices and can
vary even strongly if the parameters are modified. In fact, the
purpose of the work is not to present results calibrated against
experimental data, difficult if not impossible to obtain, but to
clarify the different processes involved and their roles, which
remains correct, irrespective of the exact numerical values.

B. DCP Transient Results

We simulated the behavior of an inhibited string at the end
of a program-verify phase, during which BL and SL are left

Fig. 2. CB edge along the string for different times after the trailing
edge of the WL pulse. Dashed lines show the positions at which the time
dynamics is investigated.

Fig. 3. CB edge at selected points in Fig. 2 as a function of time.

to ground, while the WLs and the SGs are lowered from a
positive voltage Vpass = 8 V to zero [12] (we neglect for
simplicity that one WL should be at read voltage, as this
has no impact on the results). Moreover, as the purpose of
this article is to investigate the physical processes involved in
the transient, we considered the simplest case, where all cells
(except the SGs) are programed to a threshold VT = 5.5 V
(by placing a suitable amount of charge in their nitride layers).
As pointed out in [12], when the WL voltage falls below VT ,
the cells are cut off, and the string enters a floating condition,
its potential being determined by capacitive coupling with
the adjacent nodes. The negative WL step from VT to zero
is then mirrored in the string potential, that falls to around
−VT at the end of the pulse, recovering then the equilibrium
value. This behavior clearly appears from Fig. 2, where the
polysilicon conduction band (CB) profile along the string is
plotted for different times (t = 0 being the time at which the
WL voltage reaches zero). Results show an initial phase, with
less than 1-eV decrease in 1 ms, followed by a sudden drop
that propagates from the contacts to the middle of the string,
and a final phase with uniform lowering of the CB edge.

To investigate the dynamics, it is better to look at the CB
edge as a function of time for different positions along the
string, as reported in Fig. 3. Positions are marked as dashed
lines in Fig. 2 and correspond to the centers of WL31, WL15,
WL7, WL3, and WL0. The transients can be broken down
into three parts: a logarithmic transient 1�, a sequential drop
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Fig. 4. Trapped carriers in the polysilicon under the selected WL regions
as a function of time. The inset shows the considered region for each WL,
including the area below the gate and half the intercell region per side.

Fig. 5. Pictorial view of conduction and valence bands along the string,
with filled acceptor-like (red band) and donor-like (green band) trap
states. Carrier capture/emission and flow are marked by arrows, assum-
ing that the closest electrode lies on the left-hand side. A diminishing
hole flow toward the center is suggested by decreasing line thickness in
the valence band.

of the WL CB edges 2�, and a final stage with uniform string
evolution 3�. To understand these behaviors, we can look at
the charges: Fig. 4 shows the total number of trapped carriers
in the polysilicon under each selected WL region (a region
including the WL itself plus half the intercell distance per side,
as schematically depicted in the inset) as a function of time,
plus the total trapped charge under the 64 cells (free carriers
are not shown as their number is always much smaller than
the trapped ones). Let us first recall the initial condition: at
the beginning of the Vpass transient, the string is biased above
threshold, and the total charge is dominated by electrons.
When Vpass has reached zero, we enter region 1�: bulk and
interface traps emit electrons in the CB, that move toward
the electrodes (overcoming the energy barrier setup by the
programming charge), as schematically depicted in Fig. 5. It is
important to point out that the logarithmic dependence of this
part of the transient suggests that the limiting factor is electron
emission from traps rather than the electron transit time: as
time elapses, deeper and deeper traps are involved, with longer
and longer emission times. Such a logarithmic trend is similar
to what is observed in—say—detrapping phenomena from
oxide traps in Flash memories [36], [37].

We now turn our attention to holes: initially, almost no holes
are present, neither free nor trapped. As the string potential is
negatively boosted, holes are generated at the string edges via
BBT and TAT and are trapped under the first WLs [see the

Fig. 6. Similar to Fig. 3 but under different conditions: red = full
simulation, blue = no BBT nor TAT, and green = no BBT nor TAT nor
PF. Solid lines = WL31. Dashed lines = WL0.

early increase under WL0 in Fig. 4 (right)]. The majority of
the injected holes are trapped and recombine with electrons,
while a minor fraction is emitted over the barrier and diffuse
toward the center of the string, being trapped under some
downstream WL. This process is schematically depicted in
Fig. 5, showing that hole trapping is higher in edge WLs and
resulting in a decreasing flow of holes toward the center of
the string. Note that hole generation is related to the electric
field at the string edges, which does not change appreciably
during phase 1�. Hence, a linear increase in the total hole
concentration results, as reported in Fig. 4 (the dashed line in
the log–log scale has unity slope).

The local increase in trapped holes has two consequences:
first, it slows down further trapping as less free traps are
available, increasing the hole flux toward inner WLs and
resulting in a sequential filling of the WL regions, as can
be seen in Fig. 4 (right). Second, it begins to affect the
electrostatics: when the number of holes trapped under a WL
becomes large enough, the local WL CB edge is lowered,
and we enter phase 2�. This process takes place sequentially
starting from the edge WLs and goes on until a uniform hole
concentration and CB profile are established. Note also that
the holes can recombine with electrons in acceptor-like states,
resulting in the sudden drop of trapped electron concentration
at the onset of phase 2� [Fig. 4 (left)].

The lower potential and field determined by the hole con-
centration mean that the BBT and TAT generation rates must
now decrease. This determines a slower transient characterized
by a uniform evolution of the string, labeled as phase 3�, that
eventually brings the string to the equilibrium.

C. Physical Processes and Parameters

Once the main picture is made clear, we have investigated,
the role played by the different physical processes during the
string transient. Fig. 6 shows the same curves as in Fig. 3 (for
WL0 and WL31 only) when different mechanisms are turned
off (red is the default case). In particular, the blue curves show
the transient when tunneling-related phenomena (i.e., BBT and
TAT) are turned off. This lowers the hole injection at the string
edges, slowing the transient. Note, however, that part 1� of
the transient, governed by electrons, is not affected by this
choice. Even further delay in the CB drop is achieved when
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Fig. 7. Similar to Fig. 6 but for different values of bulk trap density:
red = nominal case, blue = acceptor-like state density = 5×, and
green = donor-like state density = 5×. Solid lines = WL31. Dashed
lines = WL0.

PF emission, also dependent on the electric field, is removed
(green curves). This limiting case is particularly interesting as
the only remaining process that can give rise to phase 2� is
Shockley–Read–Hall generation. However, as the initial Vpass

is higher than VT , donor-like states are filled with electrons,
and no holes exist in the valence band at the beginning of
the transient. The only hole generation process left is then
electron emission from very deep donor-like states, resulting
in trapped holes, which is the ultimate mechanism that can
bring the string to equilibrium.

We have then investigated the role played by the trap
density, by separately changing the density of donor- and
acceptor-like states in the poly-Si, adjusting the nitride charge
in order to retain VT = 5.5 V. Results (with all generation
mechanisms being active) are shown in Fig. 7: if the density
of acceptor-like states only is increased (by a factor of 5), the
blue transients result, that are very close to the reference case
(red). On the other hand, a much faster transient ensues if
we increase the donor-like state density by the same factor
(green curves). This result hints that TAT is the dominant
hole generation mechanism rather than BBT, as the latter is
not affected by the trap density. This is also confirmed by
the results (not shown) obtained from a lower donor-like state
density: in this case, hole generation by TAT is reduced, and
phase 1� persists up to longer times.

The impact of the interface trap density is instead inves-
tigated in Fig. 8 (left), where the nominal case (red curves,
Nit = 3 × 12 cm−2 eV−1 for both acceptor-like and donor-
like states) is compared against a double-density (blue curves)
and a zero-density case (green curves), always retaining VT =
5.5 V. Results show that interface traps play a major role in
phase 1�, changing the slope of the CB energy loss: higher
trap density means more emitted electrons and faster CB drop.
When the interface trap density is zero, the limiting case in
which only emission from bulk polysilicon matters is reached
(green curves). Note that hole generation is not affected by
changes in the interface state density: donor-like states are
only defined in the lower half of the energy gap and only come
into play at long times, when holes generation by tunneling is
already very strong. This is why parts 2� and 3� are barely
affected by changes in Nit. It should also be noted that all

Fig. 8. Similar to Fig. 6, but showing (left) the dependence on oxide
trap density: red = nominal case, blue = trap density = 2×, and green =
trap density = 0. Right: dependence on cell VT . Red = nominal case
(VT = 5.5 V). Blue = VT = 3 V.

Fig. 9. Similar to Fig. 2 but for a random VT pattern.

capture/emission processes (including TAT) are proportional
to the trap cross sections. Therefore, such values play an
important role in the transient, slowing the dynamics when
they are reduced.

The right-hand side of Fig. 8 shows instead the dependence
on the stored charge in the nitride, i.e., the programed VT .
When VT = 3 V is considered (blue curves), a level lower than
the reference VT = 5.5 V (red curves), the CB receives less
boosting, but the slope of phase 1� is the same, as this phase is
controlled by electron emission. Moreover, the programming
charge in the nitride affects the modulation of the energy
bands, i.e., the energy barriers in Fig. 5, that are now lowered
from about 180 to 130 meV at the beginning of the transient.
However, the effect on the transient duration is not strong,
for two reasons: first, the final phase 3� is not affected by
the barriers; second, barrier lowering, speeding up the hole
transient, is balanced by a smaller injection due to the lower
field.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the same results as Fig. 2, but for
a random VT pattern. Note that the string behavior is similar,
with the same processes involved, and the previous explanation
still holds.

III. ARCHITECTURE DEPENDENCE

The previous section has shown that the different parameters
can affect the quantitative duration of the transient, but do
not change the general behavior of the string. It is, therefore,
of interest to investigate the architectural dependence. In fact,
the NAND technology evolution has long led to strings made
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Fig. 10. DCP recovery time as a function of the number of cells in the
string and for different values of the cell length.

up by much more than 64 cells. Moreover, scaling in the
cell length and silicon thickness has been pursued in order to
increase performance. Fig. 10 shows the DCP recovery time
tr (defined as the time needed for the CB of the center cell
to reach the final value within 10%) as a function of the
number n of cells in the string and cell length hWL (equal
to the selector gate length and intercell distance). Results
show a linear dependence on n: tr doubles as n doubles.
However, this does not mean that tr is controlled by charge
propagation through the string: in fact, propagation phenomena
are important up to phase 2�, but not in the final stage
3�, where a uniform evolution of the string takes place.

The proposed interpretation is the following: as holes are
mainly generated at the cell edges, the same generation rate
exists for different n values: however, the total amount of
charge that is needed to bring the string capacitor to zero
increases linearly with the string length, hence n, resulting in a
linear dependence. The dependence on hWL goes by the same
explanation, with the addition of a higher initial generation rate
in shorter strings, due to the different electric field profiles.
Such higher rate determines a much shorter phase 1�, but not
necessarily a much shorter tr : as the CB drops, the electric field
is lowered, and the generation rate also decreases, leading to a
converging behavior: as a reference, tr is reduced by a factor
of about 2.3 when going from 40 to 20 nm.

The abovementioned interpretation is supported by results
on NAND strings with different poly-Si channel thicknesses
zch, reported in Fig. 11. Note that the propagation time is
not affected by zch, but the DCP recovery time increases for
thinner channels. The reason for this is that the hole current is
(roughly) proportional to the channel thickness, while the total
string capacitance is only slightly affected by this parameter,
resulting in an increase by a factor of about 1.67 when zch is
reduced from 10 to 5 nm.

Finally, we have investigated the effects of charge quan-
tization, in view of the values adopted for zch in the last
analysis. Fig. 12 shows the recovery time as a function of
the silicon channel thickness, for the case of classical and
quantum solution, the latter obtained via the density gradient
approach [38]. Note that quantization pushes charge away
from the interfaces, resulting in an equivalent “thinning” of the
channel and a smaller current. Note also that no modification
to the capture/emission rate formulas has been considered

Fig. 11. DCP recovery time as a function of the number of cells in the
string and for different values of the channel thickness.

Fig. 12. DCP recovery time as a function of the channel thickness
according to classical and quantum models.

here as a result of quantization. This looks reasonable in the
investigated range, where the lowest occupied energy level is
about 15 meV above the CB for zch = 5 nm, but deserves
further investigation.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the time dynamics of the DCP in 3-D
NAND strings. Our analysis shows that the string transient is
controlled by different physical processes, namely, BBT and
TAT, electron and hole capture/emission from traps, and propa-
gation along the string. The dependence of the transient on the
physical parameters is analyzed, highlighting the role played
over different timescales. The recovery time dependence on
architectural parameters is then studied, showing a linear
dependence on the string length and an increase for ultrathin
silicon channels, enhanced by the inclusion of quantum effects.
The results provide useful indications to support the design of
future 3-D NAND arrays with improved immunity to the DCP.
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